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ESSENTIAL MAPS AND EMBEDDINGS

OF ANNULI IN NONORIENTABLE M3

R. J. DAIGLE AND C. D. FEUSTEL 1

ABSTRACT.   In this note we give an example which shows that the

existence of an essential map of an annul us in a nonorientable 3-manifold

does not guarantee the existence of an essential embedding in that mani-

fold.

I. Introduction.    It has been reported by F. Waldhausen that the exis-

tence of an "essential" map of an annulus into a compact orientable   3"

manifold guarantees the existence of an essential embedding of an annulus

in that   3-manifold.   It is natural to ask if the result above is true for non-

orientable  3-manifolds.  In this note we give an example to show that the

answer to the question above is in general no.

Feustel has proved  [2]  that the existence of a certain type of essential

map of an annulus into a compact (not necessarily orientable)  3-manifold

guarantees the existence of an embedding having the same properties.   Our

example also shows that Feustel's conditions are necessary in case the

3-manifold is not orientable.

II. Notation.   We shall let   A  denote an annulus,   F a mobius band,

S    the   1-sphere, and  M a  3-manifold.  All spaces will be simplicial com-

plexes and all maps will be piecewise linear.  We shall denote the boundary

of a manifold N by dN and the components of dA by c,  and  c2. We let  a

be an arc embedded in   A  such that   c. n a is an endpoint of   a for  /' =

1, 2.  Such an arc is a spanning arc of  A.   A map /: (A, 8A) —» (M, dM)  is

essential if

(1) /^: 27j(A) —> 27,(/M)  is monic,

(2) the arc fice) is not homotopic rel its boundary to an arc in dM.

We remark that condition  (2) above is independent of our choice of the
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spanning arc   a.  A connected surface   S embedded in a manifold  M is z'22-

compressible in  M if  5 is not the   2-sphere and the natural map  i^: 77,(5)—>

27.(Ai) induced by inclusion is monic.

We shall say that a simple loop  A,   in the interior of   F x [O, l]  is

knotted in  F x [O, l]  if the complement of the interior of a regular neighbor-

hood   R of  A.  in   F x [0, l]  is not homeomorphic to the product to a klein

bottle with  [O, l].  Let   A be a   1-sided simple loop in the interior of  F and

t a point in [0, l].  One can find a knotted loop À,  in  Fx [O, l] by altering

the loop  Ax [/} inside a regular neighborhood of one of the points on   Ax{/j.

Let  F,   and  F2 be surfaces in   M or dM.  Then   F.  is parallel to   F?

if and only if there exists an embedding of   F. x [O, l]  in   M  such that  F, =

Fj x iOS, and  F2 is the closure of r3(F1 x [O, l]) - Ft x {0!.

III. Construction of the manifold M.   Let x be a point in  S    and  M. =

F x S .  Let  R be a regular neighborhood of A x \x\ in  My  Then  R is ho-

meomorphic to   F x [O, l].   Let  D be a disk embedded in   R such that  S) O

dR = <9j) and  R — 3) is connected.  Let A.  be a knotted loop in  R such that

A,   meets D in a single point and crosses J) at that point.   Let   Rj be a

regular neighborhood of  A,   in  R.  Denote dR 1 by  Kx and dR by  K.  Let

Mt. be the  3-manifold obtained by removing the interior of   R.   from  My  Let

h: M2 —> M2 be a homeomorphism and M the union of  M    and  M2 with the

identification  y = My) for  y e  /v..

IV. There is an essential map of A into  M.   Let p: (A,dA) —> (F, dF)

be a covering map.   Let  x    be a point in   5    such that   R does not meet

F x [x0i C M j.   Then we may define /: (A, dA) —> (M2, d/M*) by  /(s) =

(¿>(s), xQ). We claim that  / is essential.  Clearly condition  (1) is satisfied

since the natural map   i^: ttAmA —► 77,(M) induced by inclusion is monic.

Let (M, p) be the orientable double cover of  M.  Now there is a map

/: A —> M such that  pf = f.   It can be seen that fie.) and f(c2) lie on dif-

ferent components of dM.   It follows that /(a) is not homotopic rel its

boundary to an arc in  dM since such a homotopy could be lifted to  M.

V. There are no essential embeddings of A in  M.   Suppose that  g:

(A, dA) —> (M, dM)  is an essential embedding.  We claim that we may assume

that  giA) does not meet   K..  After a general position argument, we may as-

sume that g~1iK.) is a collection (possibly empty) of simple closed loops.

Since   K.   and  giA) ate incompressible in   M, any loop in   Kl O giA), null-

homotopic in  iM, is nullhomotopic both on  giA) and on   K..  It follows from
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standard arguments that we may suppose that no loop in K. C\ giA) is null-

homotopic in M. Similarly we may suppose that K n giA) and hiK) n giA)

ate collections of simple loops and that no loop in either collection is null-

homotopic in  M.   We suppose that  gi^> meets   K,.

Note that up to isotopy, the only simple essential loop on   T - dMy H dM

which is homologous to a loop on   K is  dF x \xA.  We may assume that giA)

meets   T and that there is an annulus   A. C giA) such that  A , H (T U K) =

dA..  Thus dA. O T is twice the generator of nAR).  Let  A    C g(A) be an

annulus such that   A, O (X U X ) = dA    and  A2  meets both   K.   and   X.

Since  dA . C\ dA     O X is either empty or all of dA ,  O K and  dA ^  is ori-

entable, standard arguments will show that  A,  must have been unknotted.

It follows that we may assume that g(A) does not meet  X.  and that g(dA) C

dM\.

It is now clear that we may regard g as an essential embedding of A

in  M    or simply  M. - À,.   Let  (M, p) be the orientable double cover of  My

Since giA) C Mj - Aj and [g(cj)] e p^nA.M A, we can find a map g: A  —>

M.   such that  pg = g and  giA) CM   - p~   A,.  Suppose that  gidA)  lies on a

single component of dM..  Let  p: M, —> M.  be the nontrivial covering trans-

lation of  My  Since   M1  is homeomorphic to the product of a torus   T with

[0, l], it will follow from  [3, Corollary 3.2] that  giA)  and  pgiA) ate parallel

to annuli in dM..  Since  p~   A,   is connected and  gidA) and  pgidA) lie on

distinct components of dM., it will follow that either g(a) or pgio.) is homo-

topic rel its boundary to an arc in  dM.  in the complement of p~  A,.  One

can project this homotopy to show that  giA)  was not essential.

Suppose that g carries c,  and c2 to distinct components of dM.. We observe

that giA) n pgiA) is empty since g is an embedding. Let N.  and /V2 be the clo-

sures of the components of the complement of  M   - igiA) U pgiA)).   Then we

may suppose that  p~  A, C N.   since  f>~ (A.)  is connected.  We claim that

p/Vj = N y Suppose that there is a point z e ÍN l - pNA.  Then pz e N? and

we can find a path  ß in  Nl  from  z to  Aj  which does not meet  giA) U

pg(A).  But now p/3 is a path which does not meet giA) u pgiA).  It follows

that   pßCN2 and  /3~ '(Aj)  meets   /Vr This is impossible. Since pi/Vj-p/V^

p/Vj - Nv Nl = pNy Similarly pN2 = Nr

It is now clear that  giA)  separates   M,   into two components whose

closures are  Xj = pN    and  X2 = pN2.  We obtain the commutative diagram

shown in Figure 1 where all homomorphisms are induced by inclusion.  Since

nA.M ) = z © z,   rr A.MJ  is not a nontrivial free product with amalgamation.

Thus   z'j  or   i. must be onto.  Since  A, C X ,   z    is onto.   It follows from
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ZTjU)

Z72(X2)

ÍT^/Mj)

Figure 1

[l, Theorem (1.1)] that  X    is homeomorphic to  A x [0, l] and that gia) is

homotopic in   X.  rel its boundary to an arc in  dM,.
i i

Thus g was not essential.
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